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Integrity risk analysis 
More where necessary, less where possible
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Statutory framework
Pursuant to Section 10 of the Decree on Prudential Rules for Financial Undertakings (Besluit prudentiële 

regels Wft) banks, insurance companies, payment institutions, electronic money institutions, exchange 

institutions or branch offices must ensure systematic analysis of integrity risks. Integrity risks are 

defined here as the “threat to the reputation of, or the current or future threat to the capital or the 

results of a financial institution due to insufficient compliance with the rules that are in force under or 

pursuant to the law.” 

Section 4 of the Regulation on Sound Operational Management relating to the Act on the Supervision 

of Trust Offices 2014 (Regeling integere bedrijfsvoering Wet toezicht trustkantoren 2014) stipulates that trust 

offices must perform regular analyses of their inherent integrity risks. Sound operational management 

entails giving guidance to the organisation and developing processes to control integrity risks. Integrity 

risks embody the risk of insufficient compliance with the law and the risk of involvement of trust 

offices or their staff in acts that conflict with commonly accepted practices to such an extent that they 

may cause serious damage to confidence in that trust office or in the financial markets.

Pursuant to Section 19 of the Pension Fund (Financial Assessment Framework) Decree (Besluit financieel 

toetsingskader pensioenfondsen), pension funds must ensure systematic analysis of integrity risks. And 

pursuant to Section 14 of the Decree on the implementation of the Pensions Act (Besluit uitvoering 

Pensioenwet), pension funds must make systematic analyses of the risks attached to outsourcing of 

activities at the level of the organisation as a whole, and at the level of its separate business units. 
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The EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive
The EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive also states that risk analysis is essential. Directive (EU) 

2015/849 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 2015 on the prevention of the use of 

the financial system for the purpose of money laundering and terrorist financing, stipulates the use of 

a comprehensive and risk-based approach. This is because the risk of money laundering and terrorist 

financing is not the same in every case. This risk-based approach is not an unduly permissive option, 

but it involves the use of evidence-based decision-making. This provides for a more efficient approach 

to target the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing that face financial institutions. 

Article 8 of the Directive stipulates that institutions must take appropriate steps to identify and assess 

the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing. They are required to take into account risk 

factors relating to their customers, countries or geographical areas, products, services, transactions, 

and delivery channels. These steps are proportionate to the nature and size of the institution. The risk 

assessments are documented, kept up-to-date, and made available to the supervisory authorities. 

The annexes to the Directive include lists of factors and types of evidence of potentially higher and 

lower risk. 
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Good practices
An institution forms dedicated working groups for each business unit. These working groups discuss 

the likelihood of integrity risks occurring, for instance with respect to money laundering or corruption. 

They assess among others the likelihood of customers using the institution for money laundering by 

means of specific money laundering scenarios, the likelihood of conflicts of interests arising between 

staff and customers, or the use of specific products or activities in specific countries in order to 

circumvent international sanctions. These sessions are supported by Compliance. 

Using a predetermined scoring model, Compliance then evaluates together with Risk Management 

how the institution would be impacted if a certain scenario materialises. After these sessions, a matrix 

of likelihood and impact of gross risks is produced, and Compliance and Audit subsequently determine 

the level of controls for the different scenarios. The matrix of gross risks and control measures provides 

the institution with a list of net risks and deficiencies in controls. 

This is then discussed in detail with the management board, which verifies whether the gross and net 

risks identified are within the boundaries of the institution’s risk appetite. The management board 

then decides whether these risks should be reduced or prevented and which additional measures are 

necessary. 
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This poster provides an overview of the steps an institution must 
take in drawing up an integrity risk analysis. It shows you how to 
chart the gross risks and analyse these for likelihood and impact, 
assess the effectiveness of the controls, determine the net risks  
and identify any gaps in the control measures. It contains helpful 
questions you can ask yourself in the process of making the  
analysis. 
Please note that this poster is meant as a overview  
document and not as a standard form.

Integrity risk analysis
Poster
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Good practices
An institution makes a quantitative analysis per business unit of customers, products and supply 

channels for the purpose of a money laundering risk analysis. 

▪ Customer analysis includes the maturity of the customer base, the complexity of customer 

structures, the number of politically-exposed persons (PEPs), a list of assets and the breakdown of 

customers across the different risk categories. 

▪ With respect to different countries, the institution determines the number of transactions to 

and from high-risk countries, the number of customers operating in high-risk countries, and the 

countries where customers are active. 

▪ Where products and transactions are concerned, the institution maps out the product groups and 

types of product for each department, and records whether products carry low, medium or high-

risk. The number of customers involved in high-risk products and the number of cash transactions 

are also identified. 

▪ For delivery channels, the number and percentages of customers served via direct channels,  

via account managers, and doing primarily online business with the institution are outlined. 


































